Hi all, Gary and I just spoke about the question about using the phrase “term credits” in AR.25. Here are some thoughts for clarification if you’d like to weigh-in – I’ll be taking this question back to the Academic Reg. Committee for next step deliberation.

The idea of consistent verbiage is good, and throughout the Academic Regulations we generally see the word “credit” rather than “term credits.” With this in mind the ARC is inclined, based on your recommendation to simply remove the word “term” in AR25.h.1.

However, AR25.h deals with restrictions. One section (Ar25.h.2 – in the currently written AR - before our proposed changes), specifically deals with transfer credits (the other restrictions refer to maximums in general – that could have been taken at OSU). As written now the words “term credits” occur in AR25.h.2. They are used to specify the difference between “term credits” and “semester credits” that may be transferred. In this context the words “term credits” have a logical purpose.

Your thoughts?